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...as a result of becoming a member 12 years ago
and attending the conventions and conferences
throughout the years, I have formed deep friendships
with like-minded people in the USA and Canada.
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As the outgoing president of
STAR, I am taking this opportunity to
use my President’s Message to invite
all court reporters on all systems, firm
owners of small, medium, and large
agencies, to join our association. I
believe the future of court reporting
is technology, and STAR is the perfect
place to learn the technologies and
best practices for court reporters.
Speaking from my personal experience with STAR, as a result of
becoming a member 12 years ago
and attending the conventions and
conferences throughout the years, I
have formed deep friendships with
like-minded people in the USA and
Canada. When I have a question
about a business practice or new
streaming technologies, I have colleagues who I can call on a moment’s
notice and get practical advice. Going
to the STAR conferences has given
me an insight into what the rest of
the USA and Canada is doing when
it comes to saving money (i.e., paperless transcripts), best practices in dealing with buying business insurance,
employee issues, choosing transcript
management software, and a myriad
of other subjects.
I know our Convention in Washington, DC, is going to be one of the
best ever. Our Convention chairs,
Jan Ballman and Lisa DiMonte, have
put together a program for business
owners that can’t be missed. Every
seminar is geared toward providing
practical advice on how to run a
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successful agency. The Stenograph
Users Group track will cover everything you need to know about Case
CATalyst and the Diamante. The opportunity to be in a focused setting
learning CAT software is priceless
when you are out in the field producing quick rough drafts, streaming text,
and creating a transcript. Vickie Main
is a sought-after Stenograph trainer
and will be available to answer all of
your CAT questions.
I am incredibly proud to have
been the president of STAR this past
year, and I want to thank our board
of directors for their support and hard
work. STAR Headquarters staff with
Tina, Jessie, Dave, and their crew
make running meetings, conferences,
and conventions seamless.
I look forward to seeing everyone
in Washington, DC, and thank you
for the opportunity to serve you.

The perfect match...
®

and

...even better together!
Remember, STAR members are eligible for special pricing on the
Diamante®, CaseViewNet, annual support agreements and protection plans.
To learn more, visit www.stenograph.com or call 800.323.4247.
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Why I Joined STAR!
By Rosalie Kramm

As a court reporter on Eclipse software, many people have asked me
over the years why I am a member of
STAR. I found out about STAR at the
very first NCRA firm owners conference where I was lucky enough to be
sitting next to Kenny Zais of O’Brien
& Levine at the finale dinner. I told
Kenny how incredibly happy I was
that for the first time in my career, I
had the opportunity to meet and discuss business with like-minded people, firm owners and court reporters,
that wanted to learn technology and
be super successful.
Kenny replied, “You need to go
to STAR.” I had heard of STAR, but
thought it was only for court reporters
who were on Case CATalyst. Kenny
asked, “Do you use a Stenograph
writer?” I replied, “Yes, a Mira.”
Kenny then went on to talk about the
camaraderie of the firm owner members of STAR, the friendships, the
fun, and most importantly it was an
association that showcased the latest

and greatest in court reporting technology.
Everything Kenny said was true.
As a result of joining STAR and attending the conventions and conferences throughout the years, I
have friendships with terrific people
throughout the United States and
Canada. When I have a question
about a business practice or new
idea, I have colleagues and friends
who I can call on a moment’s notice
and get practical advice.
I have graduated to a Diamante
writer, and because of my STAR
membership, I have access to the
developers of the hardware/software
for the Diamante at the STAR conferences. When I first got my Diamante,
I had a ton of finger faults and shadows because of my pounding writing style. Fred Middlebrooks, the
developer of the Diamante, came to
my rescue, giving me a link to special software to send to my Diamante
that solved all of my writing issues. (I
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am trying to be less of a pounder, but
when I have to write fast, bang, bang,
bang.)
Going to the STAR conventions
and conferences have given me an
insight into what the rest of the USA
and Canada are doing when it comes
to saving money (paperless transcripts), best practices in dealing with
insurance, employees, buying software, and a myriad of other subjects.
I know our Convention is Washington, DC, is going to be one of the
best ever (if not THE best ever). Our
STAR board and administration have
the same sincere goal, super success
for all of its members. I believe an
Eclipse writer, ProCat writer, StenoCat writer...all have a place at STAR.
My membership in STAR is priceless.

Higher
Achievement
By Al Betz

Phil Mickelson, 2013 British Open
Champion, said after his victory, “I’d
have the Grand Slam” (winning the four
major annual golf tournaments) “if finishing second six times in the U.S. Open
counted as a win.” Mickelson attempted,
and failed, to win the British Open for 20
years before finally winning. He has finished second in the U.S. Open six times,
also having attempted, and failed to win,
at least 20 times.
Despite the failures in his career,
there can be no doubt that Phil Mickelson is a successful golf professional and a
certain hall of famer. He has won 42 professional tournaments. The vast majority
of professionals never win a Professional
Golfers’ Association (PGA) sanctioned
event.
We all are successful in our careers
because we have met the requirements
necessary for entry, but with each career
comes opportunity for growth and higher
achievement. This article is focused on
one aspect of success: higher achievement.
Success is defined by you. It’s defined by your values, your priorities,
your life experiences, by the people you
associate with – in short, it’s defined by
what is important to you. If higher career
achievement is part of your definition
of success, this article will energize your
thought process as you move along on
your journey.
Higher achievement has three components: 1. A reason; 2. An environment; and 3. A cheerleader.

You are already successful. Why do
you want to reach higher? What is motivating you? What is your reason for pushing yourself to a higher level of success?
Is your life in balance? Has your family
bought into your plan? Are you ready for
the challenge? Are you fearless? How big
of a risk is too big? Higher achievement
will require risk-taking. Is everything in
your life under control, enabling you to
focus on the task in front of you?
Consider the story of the skywalker
Nik Wallenda. He walked across Niagara
Falls on a wire. That’s a high achievement, arguably a once-in-a-lifetime
achievement. Is there a need to do more?
Apparently so. Nik’s dream was to cross
the Grand Canyon.
Imagine the feeling...find a rug in
your home or office with a 2-inch border. Stand on that border. Put one foot
in front of the other. Walk. Nothing to it,
right? Now add a 30-mile-an-hour wind.
Add dust on the border, just enough to
make it a little slippery. Look ahead...
only 1400 feet to go. It’s going to take 22
minutes and 54 seconds to get to the other side. Look down. 1500 feet. Failure
is not an option in Nik Wallenda’s world.
Nik could not have completed his
walk without a supportive environment
of people that he trusted. He surrounded himself with experts in meteorology,
engineering, nutrition, safety, spirituality
and conditioning, among others. Higher
achievement calls us to place ourselves
into an environment where we can meet
and interact with people who are smartSTAR Dot STAR • 5

er, more experienced, more knowledgeable than we are.
Most important to Nik was his family of cheerleaders. His wife, Erendira,
always motivated him with positive
thoughts. Great achievement is accompanied by one person who can be counted
on to provide honest feedback, to always
support the mission, to be proactive in
promoting confidence in the leader, and
to cheer enthusiastically and often.
High achievement requires us to
strip away burdens, remove unnecessary
stressors, and concentrate on activities
that advance our goals and share our
values.
The components of higher achievement coalesce around the actions of inspired performance. An inspired performance is delivered when we have the
courage to believe that we can do more
and be more, when we are willing to risk
the present for a better future, when we
lead with passion, and when we commit
to do whatever it takes for as long as it
takes to achieve a higher level of success.
Those who make the decision to
move beyond success to reach higher
achievement will feel the joy felt by Phil
Mickelson when he finally won the championship he coveted, “It almost feels like
make-believe. My first thought was, ‘I did
it! I finally did it!’ I knew I could, but I
finally did it.”
(Al Betz is a court reporting
firm owner and America’s silent
communicator. He can be reached at
al.betz@outfluence.com.)

Welcome to 2013, Angie!
My Top 5 Apps With a
Smartphone
By Angie Ballman-Punton @angelanicolebp
After a 2-1/2 year relationship with my beloved BlackBerry, this July we severed our ties. I said good-bye to tiny
screens and full keyboards and hello to a younger, slimmer
and overall sexier smartphone. (Let me just say, I’m grateful
that not all relationships are measured by these standards!)
As Irv Starkman would say, “How you doin’, iPhone 5?”
Like most relationships, this new one has had its ups
and downs already. The touch screen keyboard is a huge
adjustment, none of my Apple chargers and cords fit the
“5” (really?), I seem to be dropping an awful lot of calls
coincidentally…And after becoming more acquainted with
Siri, I am more convinced than ever that technology will
not replace court reporters anytime soon!
That being said, I have found that the grass is truly
greener in the land of the apps. It’s surprising how quickly
you become accustomed to having answers at your fingertips…literally! I know there’s no lack of “Favorite Apps” lists
out there, but as a new iPhone user, I wanted to share my
Top 5 that I have found particularly useful and/or fabulous.
They’re free, they’re fun, and they’ll make you remember
all the reasons you left your not-as-smart phone in the dust!
Here they are:
For Photos: Instagram – For those of you
who use Facebook for the pictures, and hate
seeing friend’s status updates that offer political
opinions, complaints about the weather, and
the countdown to the weekend, Instagram is a
great alternative. Pictures and 15-second videos
only… It’s a beautiful thing. The basic app also allows for
fun filters and alterations to your photos. It’s also easy to
share to other social media outlets like Facebook, Twitter,
Tumblr, etc.
For Finance: Mint – Math and budgets and
money…Oh, my! Definitely not my cup of tea.
Speaking of tea, this dandy app keeps track of all
of my Starbucks purchases. In fact, after it securely
links to your bank account, it breaks down your spending
into categories like gas, groceries, restaurants, bars, etc.
You can compare spending, income, and net worth from
month-to-month and year-to-year. You can set goals for
your budget and track your progress, and even monitor
investments and loans. Mint also alerts you to any suspicious spending activity on your account. Finance made
easy. Love!

For Fun: SnapChat – Attention, parents
of Teenagers! I can almost guarantee your kids
are “Snapchatting” on their smartphones. It is
one of the fastest-growing apps ever, with over
200 million “snaps” being sent per day, according to a
July 2013 CNBC report. The reason for its popularity?
Privacy. The picture or video that you can customize with
text (and even drawings) disappears after a maximum of
10 seconds. The only way a picture can be saved is if your
phone has a screenshot capability. However, if you take
a screenshot of the Snapchat, the sender will be notified
that it has been saved by their recipient. You could say
this sort of “parent-proofs” a child’s phone, should Mom
or Dad sneak a peek. While this may make this app sound
alarming, it’s actually a lot of fun. It’s like a text message
with a personalized touch. Because they’re not meant for
Facebook or Instagram, they tend to be silly or dorky…
something that will make the recipient laugh! But while
the picture disappears from one’s phone, just remember:
Once in Cyberspace, always in Cyberspace.
For Maps: Waze – Their motto: “Outsmarting traffic. Together.” Who doesn’t like
the sound of that? My phone has a default
maps program, which is pretty good. But where
t Maps falls short, Waze steps up. This unique
map app truly leverages the power of social media to have
the most accurate view of the roads at all times. Human
contributions of fellow “Wazers” provide the best navigation possible and can warn you that your route has traffic,
closed roads, an accident…even a speed trap. Goodbye
Garmin; Hello Waze.
For Music: Soundhound – We all know
a few apps similar to this one. The difference?
You can hum or sing the lyrics of the song you
have stuck in your head, and not only does it
tell you the name of the artist, the album and
the track…it even provides realtime lyrics. You can create
playlists and track your history. Every music lover needs
this app on their smartphone!
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CAPTURE EVERY NOTE.
PRESENTING PRECISION AND HARMONY BY E-TRANSCRIPT™
The superior way to conduct electronic transcript workflow and management.
For effective management, harmony means the E-Transcript Manager suite of transcript
processing and workflow tools. Along with the most comprehensive choices for securing
and formatting your transcripts, the E-Transcript Manager helps you simplify the delivery
of files from reporter to agency, agency to client, and everything in between.
For effective transcript formatting, precision means the best transcript output for clients.
Whether it’s E-Transcript’s PTZ format with superior flexibility and compatibility for your
clients, or a basic PDF, the E-Transcript system can create both. Quick search ability,
hyper-linked index capabilities, and saving options offer convenience and versatility.
Easy delivery, easy viewing, easy use.
You work hard to capture perfect transcripts. The E-Transcript suite helps you manage
them from start to finish, then provide them to attorneys exactly as intended. Superior
performance, down to the details. Managed by RealLegal® E-Transcript.
To learn more, visit RealLegal.com or call 1-888-584-9988, ext. 4714.

© 2013 Thomson Reuters L-383562A/3-13
Thomson Reuters and the Kinesis logo are trademarks of Thomson Reuters.
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Member Profile:

Meet STAR Director

Micheal Johnson

Hometown? Currently Cedar Park, Texas (Austin suburb)
Family? Wife, Tomi; daughter, Coral (15); son, Colby (9)
Working in the reporting industry since? 1994
Loves to? Travel, golf
Has a weakness for? Saying “no.”
If I had a million dollars, I would… Invest, work less, travel
more
You may be surprised to know...I made a hole in one the
first year I learned to play golf and I drove tanks while in
the Army.
When I am not proofreading, I like to read... Online news
articles & Facebook
Favorite movie? Weird Science, FBDO, Shawshank Redemption
Reporting pet peeve? Complacent reporters, inconsiderate attorneys

Welcome Mat
We extend a hearty welcome to the following new members...A BIG welcome to:
(As of 8/13/13)
Kim Furbacher......................................................................................................... Rochelle Park, NJ
Mary Ann Scanlan...................................................................................................San Francisco, CA
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2013 ANNUAL
CONVENTION

October 3-5, 2013 • Liaison Capitol Hill Hotel
Washington, DC

Protect and Grow Your Capital
By Jan Ballman and Lisa DiMonte
Whether you are a Democrat, Republican, or Independent
Court Reporter, it matters not. The STAR Annual Convention
in Washington, DC, is not to be missed!
Whether you are a Firm Owner or a Stenograph user, it
matters not! This Convention is sure to have MONUMENT-ally
relevant content you can take home and leverage immediately!
Venued at the Liaison Capitol Hill Hotel, there is no better
place to learn ways to “Protect and Grow Your Capital” while
seeing the latest and greatest Stenograph has to offer.
This never-before-presented format includes all and only
Washington, DC, legal/ industry professionals speaking on topics that directly affect what we deal with every day as court
reporters and firm owners. You’ll hear from a panel of DC litigators who will tell us what they want…ready or not. Our keynote
speaker, Alan Gregerman, a prolific author and blogger, will

take us on a very interesting journey down a road far less traveled by most business owners and train attendees to develop
all-new awareness levels to create clients in heretofore unconventional ways. Because technology can make or break us, you
cannot afford to miss STAR seminars on cyber security and risk
management designed to help protect our assets as well as our
clients’ highly confidential information. And finish out the conference with a fresh look at COLA. Not Coca-Cola—the other
COLA: The Cost of Lacking Appreciation. It’s hard work bringing in new clients…we can’t afford to lose them to a lack of appreciation! Learn creative yet inexpensive ways to say THANK
YOU to your clients.
We hope you’ll join us in storming the Hill. The Liaison
Capitol Hill that is, October 3-5. Be there...because your competitors may be!

Presidential Cocktails
at STAR?
I wonder what our STAR bartender, Irv Starkman, will be serving at the hospitality suite at the Annual Convention? Will it be President Obama’s favorite cocktail, The Blue Hawaiian, or Clinton’s favorite libation, Tanqueray Gin and a little tonic? Irv definitely
enjoys a good red wine, but perhaps he will pouring Reagan’s favorite, a nice California sparkling wine. Of course, for those who
need to make that early seminar, I am sure Irv can pour George H. Bush’s Diet Coke with a slice of lemon. Join Irv and the STAR
Board for cocktails and networking October 3 and 4. It’s a party you won’t want to miss!
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Stenograph Unveils Three New
Colors for the Diamante Writer

Stenograph, the world’s leading manufacturer and marketer of shorthand machines and computer-aided transcription
software, today announced three new color options for its topselling Diamante – Blue My Mind, Black to Basics and Totally
Red-ical. These stylish colors, along with Lunar White, now
make up the writing machines color choices. The Blue Ice and
Platinum Gray Diamante writers will still be available while supplies last.
“Already on the market for the past four years, the Diamante has proven to be one of the most dependable writing
machines Stenograph has ever produced,” states Judy Wolf,
Stenograph’s Product Manager. “Time and time again we’ve
heard users of the Diamante experience cleaner writing, higher
productivity, and decreased errors and less fatigue at the end
of the day.”

With the addition of these new colors, court reporters and
captioners now have the opportunity to add a bit of flair and
personal style to their writing machines. Current Diamante
owners who would like to modify the top shell and lid of their
writing machine to one of the new colors have the option of
doing so as well.
Stenograph is dedicated to supporting the court reporting
community and its programs. The company is the number
one manufacturer and marketer of shorthand writers and
computer-aided transcription software, offers online education
and provides other industry-related supplies. It also owns
Prince Institute, which has two ground locations and an online
program. For more information please contact Stenograph at
800-323-4247 or visit them online at www.stenograph.com.

What’s New from Stenograph
By James Kuta, Stenograph Product Manager
Stenograph introduced two major product updates this
year. Stenograph is thrilled to have the opportunity of supporting the court reporting community with new product updates
and I, on Stenograph’s behalf, would like to take a moment to
tell you about what’s new from Stenograph.
CaseViewNet Cloud: CaseViewNet Cloud allows you to
send and have clients receive your realtime feed via the internet
whether you are all in the same room or anywhere in the world.
The clients view your realtime using CaseViewNet for Windows
or iCVNet for the Apple iPad. Cloud is fully integrated into Case
CATalyst, so there is no additional software or hardware that

you need to configure for the streaming of your realtime. Cloud
is likewise fully integrated into CaseViewNet and iCVNet, so
your clients will not be burdened with browser configuration
and lengthy setup processes. Unlike other streaming solutions,
Cloud does not require appointments or extra streaming software or hardware. With Cloud you will easily extend your reach
to your clients.
To learn more about the new Diamante colors and
CaseViewNet Cloud, visit us at the annual STAR convention,
www.stenograph.com or give us a call at 1-800-323-4247.
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Speed, Realtime, and Beyond!
(Part II)
By Lisa A. Knight, CSR, RMR, CRR, CLR
Earlier this year, Donna Urlaub and I had the privilege of
presenting a seminar for the STAR Mid-Year Conference called
“Speed, Realtime, and Beyond!” In the last newsletter, we
shared with you a few of Donna’s key points to writing realtime
effectively and easily. Although we didn’t get much into the
“Beyond” portion of things during the seminar, we did spend
some time talking about realtime, specifically focusing on your
realtime setup (all the way from your steno writer to your CAT
computer and your CAT computer to the realtime computers
or iPads).
Picture this: You’re at the job, setting up for the Realtime
Job of the Century (let’s just say it’s realtime, rough draft, daily
copy for 10 parties – a person can dream, can’t she?) and EVERYTHING depends on whether or not you can get your realtime feed up and running. For some strange reason, the computers are receiving the realtime feed but the iPads are not. Or
we could make the “scenario” a little easier and just say nothing
is working! Zero! Zippo! Nada! No one is getting any realtime
feed whatsoever. Every screen is BLANK! (Worst nightmare
imaginable, isn’t it?)
No worries!!! Take a deep breath! Don’t panic! Because
you arrived early (one hour before the deposition is to commence), you have PLENTY of time to troubleshoot this problem. After all, you do not want to lose the opportunity to make
that extra income with the realtime feed, do you? And when
you get done impressing these ten attorneys with your realtime
prowess, you’re going to be asked to cover the entire case for
two years (really nice dream, isn’t it?), traveling all over the
world (or just the United States, whichever you prefer – after
all, it is your dream), writing realtime depositions and forging
lifelong friendships and working relationships. You’re set for life!
If only you can get this one realtime feed up and running...
Sometimes, no matter how hard you try, you just can’t
seem to get things to work! Is it an issue between the writer and
the CAT computer? What is my Steno Source set to? What
Comm port is my writer currently set to output to (if any)?
What does my Device Manager show? Do I have the correct
writer chosen?
Is the problem the output from my computer to the realtime
computers and iPads? Is my CaseViewNet license current? Am
I outputting realtime through a Comm port or through a router?
If I am streaming, do I have to change any of my settings? Did I
change my “Output To” settings to Multiple Outputs?
Maybe you have never written to computers AND iPads
before. Could that make a difference? Could it have to do with
the streaming software you are using? Did you have to change
a setting in your Realtime output that affected your Output to
Caseview? How would you know? What do you do? It doesn’t
make any sense! It all worked the last time you wrote realtime!
What changed?! UGH!!!!!
Is the router set up correctly? Is your router plugged in? (It

may sound silly, I know, but believe me, it can happen!) Something so elementary, yes, but a critical step missed will throw everything out of sync, and nothing will work. You’ve been writing
realtime for years – you KNOW how to do all this! And you are
right - you do know how to do this! And because you’ve been
providing realtime feed for counsel for so long now, perhaps
you have forgotten to take note of the little things you do as
second nature.
Your mind might start racing or you may feel a little panicky. You’re thinking, “How am I ever going to figure this out
in the next 45 minutes?” Fear not! You don’t need to know
your settings by heart. Do doctors and nurses remember the
critical steps in detailed and precise order when they perform
complicated surgery in the operating room? When someone’s
life is at stake, do they rely on their memory or skill alone to do
their job?
After reading “The Checklist Manifesto: How to Get
Things Right” by Atul Gawande (who is a general surgeon at
the Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston and an assistant
professor at Harvard Medical School and the Harvard School
of Public Health), it began to make me realize I could enjoy a
rich and fulfilling career, having less stress and frustration, doing
the things I love to do best (challenging realtime jobs), and get
it right the FIRST time if only I incorporated a few tidbits from
this book.
One of the keys to consistent success in providing realtime
services in a deposition (or “Beyond”) is knowing what your
settings are and understanding, at a high level, why they are
set that way. It’s just as important to know why things ARE
working as much as it is to know why they are NOT. Only then
are you capable of effectively troubleshooting any connectivity issues you may be experiencing and ensuring you are able
to get everything up and running on a consistent and almost
stress-free basis.
Over the years, I have learned that checklists always save
the day for me. Did you know that when the cockpit crew of US
Airways flight 1549 lost both engines over New York City, they
had only three minutes of airtime remaining. The first thing they
did was to get out their checklists!
No, we aren’t saving hundreds of lives here, but we may
just be saving our own livelihood (or Realtime Job of the Century) by using something as simple as a checklist. To download
a copy of my personal checklists (you can tailor them to your
own setup), please visit my website at www.kicr.net and go to
the Extras page. Or just click on this link, which should take you
directly to the page where these checklists reside. http://www.
kicr.net/#!extras/c1bce.
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What You Are Missing If You Aren’t
Using Case CATalyst’s e-Key®
By Cara Bailey, Stenograph Technical Support Team Leader
e-Key, available with the release of Case CATalyst V12, is
the ability to go keyless with Case CATalyst. That means no
more security device dongle! e-Key works through an authorization license called a Product Key Code (PKC) that can be
used on up to four computers for non-simultaneous usage.
The most popular benefit of keyless is that you no longer
have that pesky physical security device. That means you never
have to worry about forgetting it at home, at a job, or even losing it and you don’t have to insure it. You have peace of mind
knowing that once you pack up your laptop at the end of the
day, that’s it!
e-Key is quick and easy to activate. Stenograph e-mails
you your PKC, you type it once into Case CATalyst, and it takes
less than a minute to activate with an internet connection. Case
CATalyst will automatically renew e-Key every three months

with an Internet connection. No Support Agreement is needed
with e-Key but we strongly suggest you maintain a Support
Agreement so you continue to receive our top-notch technical
assistance and you don’t miss out on all the exciting features in
our Case CATalyst updates.
If you have a current CaseViewNet license, the license becomes part of your e-Key, so you are able to have CaseViewNet
on more than one computer.
If you would like to request e-Key, send an email
to ekey@stenograph.com and provide your Stenograph
Customer Number and the serial number of your security
device, or call Stenograph’s Technical Support at 800-3234247 if you have questions. Join the thousands of happy Case
CATalyst users that are enjoying the freedom e-Key.

In Memoriam
Thomas G. Bloxom 					

Tulsa, OK

Orval Richard “Dick” Smith					

Chattanooga, TN

2013 ANNUAL
CONVENTION

Visit http://cvent.com/d/5cqtcs for detailed
information on the Convention and to register online.
HOTEL INFORMATION
Make your reservation by September 4 and be sure
to tell them you are with STAR to receive the STAR
discounted rate. Call 866-233-4642 or 202-638-1616
to reserve your room today.

October 3-5, 2013 • Liaison Capitol Hill Hotel
Washington, DC
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SOCIETY FOR THE TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCEMENT OF REPORTING

Advertorial Guidelines
The Society for the Technological Advancement of Reporting
(STAR) is pleased to offer our advertisers an opportunity to
deliver their messages and tell about their products or services
through a new medium called “advertorials.” An advertorial is
a hybrid of editorial and advertising content which resembles
an editorial page in appearance but allows you to promote your
product or service in greater detail than would be possible in
a display advertisement. It is common knowledge that readers
give more credibility to editorial content than to paid advertisements, so advertorials are gaining popularity, particularly in electronic publications.

CALL

DON'T

SIGN

MISS

UP

OUT

TODAY!

OR
EMAIL
NOW

BIG
NEWS
FROM
STAR

A
CAN'T
MISS

CHANCE

STAR-dot-STAR Newsletter advertorials get results because they look and read like editorials while at the same
time providing you a platform for highlighting the benefits and advantages of your products and services.
Guidelines and Recommendations
Star-dot-STAR has established guidelines to maintain consistency, accuracy, and good taste of advertorials. These guidelines can
help ensure the success of your advertorial and can help you create the “magazine look” for your advertising.
Copy
- Write from a third-person point of view.
- Quote outside sources for authoritative copy and to support your viewpoint.
- Identify the writer and include a brief biography, if applicable.
Design
- Typefaces, fonts and layout should bear no resemblance to standard editorial templates in STAR-dot-STAR. Our production
staff can assist you in selecting font size, leading, layout style and color to ensure that your design features are not similar to editorial content in the newsletter.
- Charts and graphs may be used.
- STAR production staff will add the text “Paid Advertisement” at the top of each page of the advertorial.
- Use of a logo is generally not recommended.
General
- Identification of advertorials, or any advertisement that resembles editorial material, must be clearly indicated at the top of each
page with any of the following: “Advertisement,” “Advertising,” “Special Advertising Section,” or “Special Advertising Report.”
- Type size should be a minimum of 9 points .
- All advertisements, including editorials, are subject to approval of STAR (publisher), which reserves the right to reject or cancel
any advertisement or advertorial at any time.
- STAR reserves the right to reject articles that are poorly written, contain inappropriate content or do not meet other requirements.
- No advertorial piece is acceptable if it is misleading or deceitful, fraudulent, unlawful, or reflects unfavorably on an individual,
race, religion, gender, occupation or institution. It cannot malign the products and/or services of another.

ADVERTORIAL RATES (per insertion)
1X

4X

2-page spread

$650.00

$500.00

Full page

$425.00

$300.00

Half-Page

$250.00

$195.00

To reserve your advertorial space, please contact Elaine York at 407-571-1135 or eyork@kmgnet.com.
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For Your Information
k STARonline.org has a searchable member database. Search by name, city, state, or zip code.
k STAR members save money on Pengad products by receiving the lowest catalog price, on most
items, regardless of the quantities ordered.
k STAR members who spend $3,000 or more annually through Pengad will be refunded their STAR
membership dues.
k STAR members receive $50 off the renewal of a software support contract (excludes Edit support contract).
k STAR members receive $50 off the renewal of a writer maintenance contract (excludes Basic without
Loaner contract).
k STAR members are entitled to 10% off Stenograph supplies (excluding computer peripherals).
k STAR members are entitled to $200 discount on a Stenograph professional writer (plus the published
cash back).
k STAR members are entitled to $40 off the initial purchase of a CaseViewNet license and $20 off the
renewal price.
k STAR members receive $20 additional discount on Full software support renewal or $15 additional
discount on Edit software renewal, if done online prior to contract expiration date.
k STAR members can advertise their firms on the STAR website or in the STARdotSTAR newsletter at an
affordable price.
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Continued on page 17
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Society for the Technological Advancement of Reporting

Membership Application
STAR’s membership dues cover a period that begins November 1 and ends October 31. Membership is on an individual
basis and is not transferable. Information in the STAR Membership Directory is based on information provided on this
form. Please complete the entire form. (Please type or print.)
Please check preferred mailing address:
Name:_____________________________________________________Business Name:__________________________________________
r Home Address/City/St/Zip:________________________________________________________________________________________
r Business Address/City/St/Zip:______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number(s) Office:_____________________________________ Home:________________________________________________
Toll Free Number:_______________________________________________ Cell:________________________________________________
Fax:__________________________________________________________ Email:________________________________________________
Website Address:_________________________________________________ NCRA #:__________________________________________
r Okay to publish home number
Certifications: r		 RPR		 r

RMR

r
r

Do not publish home number
RDR

r

CRR

r

CLVS

r

CMRS

r

CRI r

CPE

r

FAPR

							r		 CBC
							CSR State(s)__________________________________CSR#__________Other:___________________________________
NOTE: NEW MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY FORMAT!
Be sure your company description is included by emailing your descriptive paragraph to jclark@ kmgnet.com.
Here is a sample:
XYZ Court Reporting is a full-service freelance firm based in San Diego, CA, with offices in New York, Atlanta, Miami,
Chicago and Dallas. Services include, but are not limited to, CaseView, realtime reporting, CART captioning,
condensed transcript, conference rooms, digital video, document production/management, E-Transcript, litigation
support, expedited delivery, and Internet Depos.
MEMBERSHIP TYPE (category descriptions on reverse):
r Reporting Member ____ Freelance ____ Official Reporter.....................................................................$150.00
r Agency Member ____ Firm Owner ____ Co-owner.................................................................................$150.00
r Associate Member (Vendor, other support professional)............................................................................$ 75.00
r Student...............................................................................................................................................................$ 40.00

per
per
per
per

year
year
year
year

I hereby make application for membership in the Society for the Technological Advancement of Reporting and
pledge myself to abide by the requirements of the Bylaws of the Society as they are now and may be amended in the
future.
My signature below constitutes my consent to receive faxes, emails and other communications from STAR or on behalf of STAR.
Signature:_______________________________________________________ Date:______________________________________________
Name of the STAR member you were referred by:____________________________________________________________________

r Check #_________________ Enclosed
Charge My Credit Card: r Visa r MC r American Express
Acct No.:________________________________________________________________________ Exp. Date:________________________
Print cardholder name:_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of cardholder:____________________________________________________________________________________________
Membership Dues (choose from membership type above): ............................................................. $______________________
TOTAL........................................................................................................................................................... $______________________

STAR, 222 S. Westmonte Dr, #101, Altamonte Springs,
FL 32714; Phone: 407.774.7880 • Fax: 407.774.6440
(Credit Card Payments Only) • www.staronline.org

FOR STAR OFFICE USE ONLY
Reference #__________________ Amount:__________________________
Process Date:___________________________________________________
Revised 9/2011
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				THE GREAT STAR SUGGESTION BOX
All STAR members are encouraged to submit ideas, complaints, and suggestions for improvement
to the STAR Liaison/Technology Committee. This committee meets with Stenograph representatives
throughout the year to voice concerns and requests of you, the user. All STAR newsletters include
this form that you can use to relay your thoughts to the Liaison/Technology Committee. The more
feedback and/or input you can provide, the better the committee can represent you and your wishes
to Stenograph. The committee will publish responses to your input in future STAR newsletters.

$
TO:

STAR Liaison/Technology Committee
STAR Headquarters
222 S. Westmonte Drive, Suite 101
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
(Fax: 407/774-6440) (or email Peggy Antone)

Please relay the following

p question

p complaint

p request to Stenograph

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
(Use additional sheet if more space necessary)

Submitted by: (Optional)_____________________________________________
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CALIFORNIA, COLORADO, FLORIDA
Calm, cool and collected.
The way you’ll feel when we
handle your out-of-area assignments.
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Local and worldwide services
Court reporters, interpreters,
and videography
Videoconferencing, video streaming
and conference rooms
Realtime reporters
Email transcript delivery
Imaged/linked bundles
Depositories
In-house technical support

We can help.
24-Hour Scheduling
800.697.3210
www.hutchings.com

fax 323.888.6333

email: hutchcal@hutchings.com

since 1953

303.832.5966
800.525.8490

Hunter + Geist, Inc.
Your Partner in Making the Record

1900 Grant Street, Suite 1025
Denver, CO 80203
www.huntergeist.com
scheduling@huntergeist.com

Proud Member of the Society for the Technological
Advancement of Reporting

• Full-Service Court Reporting
Courtroom Reporting, Arbitrations, and Depositions
• In-House Videoconferencing
• Videotape Services
• 24/7 ShareFile Repository
• Realtime and Rough Draft Reporting
• Internet Realtime With Messaging
• Scanned Exhibits / Linked Exhibits with Transcript
• Conference Rooms
• Experienced and Courteous Staff
• Timely, Accurate, and Highly Skilled Certified Court
Reporters
Court Reporting, Legal Videography, and Videoconferencing
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MASSACHUSETTS, NEW HAMPSHIRE, NORTH CAROLINA, WASHINGTON

Your Key to Success

Nationally recognized for excellence in reporting
• Highest accuracy and service standards in the reporting
business
• All of our reporters are certified by our state and national
asssociations and work exclusively for us to ensure
consistency of product and quality control
• Expertise in interactive realtime technology, expedited
delivery, and complex litigation
• Electronic files in various formats

Celebrating
44 years

• Videotape depositions
• Videoconferencing services
• Scanned and linked exhibits
• Three complimentary conference suites

...and more

www.doriswong.com

DORIS O. WONG ASSOCIATES, INC.
Professional Court Reporters / Videoconference Center
Incorporated in 1967

50 Franklin Street, Boston, MA 02110
617-426-2432 • 800-546-WONG (9664) • scheduling@doriswong.com
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TEXAS, WASHINGTON

Your ad could be
here or on the STAR website!
CUTTING EDGE
TECHNOLOGY
EXPERT REPORTERS
VIDEO AND
VIDEOCONFERENCING
AROUND-THE-CLOCK
SERVICE
NATIONWIDE
SCHEDULING

Contact Elaine York at
STAR Headquarters for
rates and deadlines today
407-774-7880!

UNITED AMERICAN
Reporting Services, Inc.

(214) 855-5300

Covering the entire
state of Washington

800.831.6973

5220 Renaissance Tower
1201 Elm Street
Dallas, Texas 75270
Depositions
Video - Videoconferencing
Records - Photocopying
Two Deposition Suites
1-800-445-7718
Fax: 214-855-1478
www.uars.net

www.yomreporting.com
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